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Stanford University’s Jerry Yang and Akiko Yamazaki Environment and
Energy Building (Y2E2) aims to provide watershed solutions in the
areas of environment, technology and energy. Completed in early 2008,
Y2E2 is the first building in Stanford’s new Science and Engineering
Quad 2 (SEQ2). SEQ2 has more than 500,000 ft2 of interdisciplinary
teaching and research space in four sustainable buildings.
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“ . . . W I T H S O M U C H D AY L I G H T [ A N D ]

A B U I L D I N G T H AT B R E AT H E S . ”
—  S T A N F O R D U N I V E R S I T Y S T U D E N T

T

he first of the four SEQ2
buildings, Y2E2 includes,
among many others, nine
laboratories, two departments (civil and environmental
engineering and environmental
earth systems science), the Precourt
Institute for Energy, and the Ward W.
and Priscilla B. Woods Institute for
the Environment, together with three
of its strategic collaborations (the
Center for Ocean Solutions, Water in
the West, and Food Security and the
Environment). The connective areas
of the building enable collaborative
work where laboratory researchers
can literally bump into and connect
with social scientists responsible
for absorbing and disseminating
research insights.
Opposite Stanford University’s Yang and
Yamazaki Environment and Energy (Y2E2)
building is named for Trustee Jerry Yang,
cofounder of Yahoo! Inc., and his wife, Akiko
Yamazaki. The facility encourages multidisciplinary research by bringing together
wide-ranging expertise to take on difficult
environmental challenges.
Above Y2E2 houses the Ward W. and
Priscilla B. Woods Institute for the
Environment, the department of civil and
environmental engineering and several multidisciplinary research groups. Various areas
of the building are color coded according to
the research cluster housed there. Red is for
climate and energy; blue is for oceans and
estuaries; yellow is for land use and conservation; and green is for fresh water.

The design team pursued architectural forms and building systems to
meet a LEED Platinum-equivalent
level of performance (if Stanford
chooses to apply), create an integrated learning environment, and
inspire each researcher in their area
of environmental interest.

Energy Efficiency
Energy performance was optimized
through a six-step process that
achieved a comprehensive, costeffective, and prioritized approach
to the university’s investment.
Steps 1 through 3 emphasized
load reduction, passive operation,
and efficiency; Step 4 sought out
energy recovery opportunities; Step
5 incorporated self-generation;
and Step 6 allowed for successful
carbon-neutral operation through
offsets. As a result, Y2E2 has postoccupancy verified energy savings 44% below ASHRAE/IESNA
Standard 90.1-2004.
As this is inclusive of non-regulated/process loads and has been
verified through metered data, this is
an achievement. Non-regulated loads
include those impacts from building
systems that use energy primarily for
process or industrial purposes. Such
energy use results from elevators,

Courtesy: Tim Griffith

N AT U R A L V E N T I L AT I O N , Y 2 E 2 I S T R U LY

B U I L D I N G AT A G L A N C E
Name Jerry Yang and Akiko Yamazaki
Environment and Energy Building (Y2E2)
Location Stanford University,
Stanford, Calif.
Owner Stanford University
Principal Use Academic
Includes 54,000 ft2 of laboratories covering 35% of the total built area. There
are nine environmental labs (two environmental fluid mechanics, three environmental engineering, one structure,
and three remaining labs to be used by
future research recruits) with innovative
multitasking fume hoods. The rest of
the building includes offices, lecture
rooms and conference rooms.
Employees/Occupants N/A
Gross Square Footage 165,000
Conditioned Space 150,000
Distinctions/Awards First Place 2011
ASHRAE Technology Award, PG&E
Savings by Design Award, 2009
Total Cost $79.7 million
Project Cost Per Square Foot $483
Substantial Completion/Occupancy
March 2008

building transformers, data centers,
consumer electronics, plant and animal life support, and a great deal of
laboratory systems.
A few of the more than 1,000
high-performance design elements
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incorporated into the building are
highlighted here, organized by the
six-step framework.

KE Y S U S TA I N AB L E F E AT U R E S
Water Conservation
Metered 95% reduction in fixture
water use compared to the Energy
Policy Act of 2005

Step 1: Reduce Energy Use
Office Loads Repeated efforts were
made throughout the design process
to rationalize the receptacle load
assumptions, establish budgets for
future use, and enable the university
to commit to a procurement policy that
improved campus-wide performance.

Daylighting
70% of occupied area

BUILDING ENVELOPE
Roof
Type Single-ply membrane system, 0.5
in. protection board, R-30 minimum rigid
insulation, concrete over metal deck
Overall R-value R-50

Selective Façade Treatment
Operable windows were designed
as recessed windows, then treated
based on orientation, to minimize
solar gain and enhance natural light.

Walls
Type Stone over precast concrete with
spray foam insulation
Overall R-value R-19
Glazing percentage 33%
Basement/Foundation
Slab edge insulation R-value R-30

Envelope Control Spray-in insulation, typically installed in a thin
layer into open wall, ceiling, and
floor cavities, expands to about 100
times its original volume, forming a
thermal barrier.

Windows
U-value 0.4
Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC)
0.25 (N), 0.2 (S, E, W)
Visual Transmittance 0.57 (N), 0.32
(S, E, W)
Location
Latitude 37.42 N
Orientation East-west

Other Strategies Cool roofing, roof
shading, R-50 roof insulation, and
earth sheltering.

BUILDING TEAM

Step 2: Make Building Passive
Naturally Ventilate One-third of
the floorplate is naturally ventilated
and has no supplemental cooling.

Building Owner/Representative
Stanford University
Architect Boora Architects
General Contractor Hathaway Dinwiddie

Electrical Engineer, Lighting Design
Arup, Cupertino, Calif.
Energy Modeler, Daylighting Design,
Environmental Consultant, Fire
Consultant Arup

Courtesy: Tim Griffith

Mechanical Engineer Arup, ACCO

Structural Engineer Middlebrook & Louie
Lab Consultants CAS
Civil Engineer BKF Engineers
Landscape Architect
Hargreaves Associates
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Mixed-Mode Operation The
remaining non-lab areas of the building use mixed-mode operation so
building occupants can open their
windows during temperate conditions.
Daylight The interior benefits from
abundant daylight via skylights at
the atria, façade and room treatments (lightshelves and painted
surfaces), seamless integration of
dimmable lighting, basement light
wells, and interior translucency.
Step 3: Make Building
Energy Efficient
Chilled Beams are used to heat and
cool the conditioned non-lab areas of
the building. Active chilled beams use
the more efficient water distribution
system (pumps and piping), rather
than the less efficient air-distribution
system (fans and ductwork).
Radiant Conditioning Radiant
floor conditioning is installed at the
social lobby entry.
Low Velocity Exhaust The lab
exhaust is designed to operate at a
low rate of 1,500 fpm. This rate was
Radiant floors and natural ventilation condition the social lobby. Daylighting and natural
ventilation account for much of the building’s energy savings.

HPB.hotims.com/33328-22

Courtesy: Tim Griffith

E N E R G Y AT A G L A N C E
Annual Energy Use Intensity (Site)
127.35 kBtu/ft2
Electricity 55.9 kBtu/ft2
Steam 36.7 kBtu/ft2
District Cooling 34.4 kBtu/ft2
Renewable Energy 0.35 kBtu/ft2
Annual Source Energy N/A*
Annual Energy Cost Index (ECI)
$2.90/ft2
Annual Net Energy Use Intensity
126.65 kBtu/ft2
Savings vs. Standard 90.1-2004
Design Building (inclusive of
nonregulated process loads) 44%
Heating Degree Days 2,476
Cooling Degree Days 511
* Stanford receives its energy (power, chilled
water and steam) from a cogeneration plant,
which runs on natural gas.

W AT E R AT A G L A N C E
Above Daylighting complements electric
lighting within the atria. These common
open spaces allow for impromptu meetings
between faculty and students and between
researchers from various disciplines.
Above right During hotter months building
windows automatically open at night, drawing in the cool air. Automated louvers at the
skylight help flush out warm air through the
building’s four atria.

chosen as a result of detailed wind
studies. The overall system static
pressure was reduced by 0.68 in. w.g.
Step 4: Recover Energy
Heat Pipe Laboratory exhaust air is
used to precondition incoming air.
By using a physically separated passive solution that does not depend on
moving parts, no laboratory air crosscontamination can occur and maintenance is significantly reduced.
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Fixtures: 110,000 gallons (95%
metered savings)

Step 5: Generate Energy
Monocrystalline PV Y2E2 features
three photovoltaic systems (thin
film, mono-crystalline, and polycrystalline) so students can compare
and contrast performance as part of
their education, allowing the building not only to conserve and inspire,
but teach as well.
Step 6: Offset
Community Reinvestment Full
site generation was not feasible for
a laboratory building. However, the
desire to achieve carbon neutral
operation has prompted the campus
to discuss further opportunities
through purchased offsets and community reinvestment.
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Irrigation: 0 gallons (100% savings)
Indirect Process: 1.4 million gallons
(55% savings)

Water
Stanford is situated in a Mediterranean climate with frequent water
shortages, and the university recognizes that water would soon be
a limiting factor in the campus’s
continued development. Therefore,
Stanford chose to aggressively pursue water efficiency and alternative
water sources.
To address Y2E2’s water performance goals meaningfully, the
team took a similar step-by-step
approach to that for energy. Steps

LUNGS OF THE BUILDING
FIGURE 1

ATRIA LOUVERS
OPEN
CORRIDOR VENT
OPEN

GREEN SIGNAL

Natural ventilation control scheme in cooling
mode at temperatures below 82°F.
In this mode, the building management system opens actuatorcontrolled windows and
initiates messages to
occupants to manually open their
windows.
ATRIA WINDOWS
(1ST–3RD FLOORS)
OPEN

WINDOW AWNINGS
(1ST–3RD FLOOR
(ACTUATED) OPEN
ATRIA WINDOWS
(1ST–3RD FLOORS)
OPEN

ATRIA DOORS
(1ST FLOOR)
CLOSED

FIGURE 2

ATRIA LOUVERS
TRICKLE OPEN
CORRIDOR VENT
OPEN

RED SIGNAL

Natural ventilation control scheme in cooling
mode at temperatures above 82°F.
In this mode, the building management
system closes actuator-controlled
windows and initiates messages to occupants to
manually close their
windows.
ATRIA WINDOWS
(1ST–3RD FLOORS)
CLOSED

WINDOW AWNINGS
(1ST–3RD FLOORS
(ACTUATED) CLOSED
ATRIA WINDOWS
(1ST–3RD FLOORS)
CLOSED

ATRIA DOORS
(1ST FLOOR)
CLOSED

FIGURE 3
ATRIA LOUVERS
OPEN
CORRIDOR VENT
CLOSED

GREEN SIGNAL

WINDOW AWNINGS
(1ST–3RD FLOORS
(ACTUATED) OPEN

Natural ventilation control scheme in night-flush mode.
In this mode, the building management system opens actuator-controlled windows that are strategically located in common
areas to allow for overall
building cooling.

The atria act as the building’s lungs, passively
drawing air through natural buoyancy and crossdriven pressures up and out of the louvers
near the apex (Figures 1 through 3). Evenly
positioned throughout the building, they are integrated into the building layout, allowing direct
connection and natural ventilation for all the
perimeter offices along the entire façade.
The atria’s openness to light, sound, airflow,
and temperature variation established itself
early in the project as a critical key to the project’s success and as overlapping performance
challenges to be solved by the fire, lighting,
acoustics, and mechanical engineering teams.
The design team’s overall task was to create
spaces comfortable for the occupants and
that form an integral part of the building’s passive ventilation and smoke release schemes.
Early in the design process, lighting engineers
studied the atria shape and form in respect to
the sun’s path through the sky. Based on angle
studies in conjunction with the architectural
team, three of the atrium openings were refined
to be widest near the top of the building, and
narrowest at the base (Figure 4).
This design allows the floor at each level to
extend a little below the opening in the floor
above, with more floor space at the south sides
of each atrium. These receive abundant ambient light, as direct solar light primarily lands at
the north. The south sides are ideal locations
for meeting rooms with glass walls, open to
ambient light and visually connecting to the
building’s activities.
With the shape defined, the architectural program for the atria was refined to include common work spaces, meeting rooms, and informal
gathering spots. With so many activities needing to occur in areas with abundant sunlight,
controlling glare and maintaining visual comfort
were critical concerns for the design team.
Acoustic challenges due to openness and
visual transparency were addressed by selective material treatment and appropriate systems selection to maintain NC40-45 (atria)
and NC35-40 (offices/labs).

FIGURE 4

ATRIA WINDOWS
(1ST–3RD FLOORS)
OPEN

ATRIA WINDOWS
(1ST–3RD FLOORS)
OPEN

Modeling shows natural light penetration at the
atria. Three of the atria openings were designed
to be widest at the top of the building, allowing
each floor to receive abundant ambient light.

ATRIA DOORS
(1ST FLOOR)
CLOSED
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1 and 2 emphasized reduced
water use in landscaping and the
building; Step 3 reclaimed water
use; Step 4 captured and stored
graywater; Step 5 captured and
stored rainwater; and Step 6 focused
on water use offsets.
Although Steps 4 through 6
could not be implemented, the
building has metered savings of 2
million gallons of water annually
and achieves a 95% reduction in
fixture potable water use (calculated in comparison to the Energy
Policy Act of 2005). The water
use savings due to energy efficiency benefits (embodied water
in energy) is up to six times more
than the water use savings from
building fixtures.
Partly as an extension of the
work at Y2E2 and the SEQ2,

Stanford has invested in a
reclaimed water system to serve
more than 2 million square feet
of development and reclaim
approximately 60,000 gallons
of water per day for non-potable
use. Metered water use shows

Above During the middle of the day,
sunlight from the skylights penetrates
nearly 80 ft into the basement level of
each of the four atria.

that Y2E2 consumes one-sixth of
the water of a similar laboratory
building on campus.

Left Glazed conference rooms provide
transparency and shared daylight into the
building core. All of the desks, shelves and
tables for the more than 500 people in the
building are built from recycled particleboard with a veneer of bamboo, a rapidly
renewable resource.

Innovation

Courtesy: Tim Griffith

Integrated Design/Construction
Team The Y2E2 building was
constructed in just over two years
using integrated project delivery
and preplanning that combined the
efforts of the design team, client,
and contractor. This halved the typical building process time.

HPB.hotims.com/33328-26

Adaptive Comfort Leveraging
the adaptive comfort criteria of
ASHRAE Standard 55-2004, and
through computational analysis, the
designers were able to codesign the

Stanford environmental researchers
who were once scattered across campus now bump into each other in the
hallways of Y2E2. One of the goals for
the building was to spur spontaneous
interactions and more multidisciplinary
collaborations among scholars.
A design feature of the building
serves as a navigational tool and
makes visitors and occupants more
aware of the research focus areas
located in the building. Various areas of
the building are color coded according
to the research cluster housed there.
Red is for climate and energy; blue is
for oceans and estuaries; yellow is for
land use and conservation; and green
is for fresh water.
One effort to encourage interaction among researchers is the Wood
Institute for the Environment’s Water
Seminar, which brings together researchers studying freshwater issues so that
they can find out what everyone else is
doing. Seminars consist of 10-minute
presentations on topics such as water
regulation in China, reservoir modeling
and solid waste management.
Other researchers affiliated with the
Woods Institute are studying ways to
use river and ocean water to generate
electricity. Another project involves
developing models to predict where
effluent from fish farms would go in
coastal areas. They expect the model
will provide information to help select
appropriate sites for future fish farms.

FIGURE 5

Computational fluid dynamics image shows
fire and smoke distribution. A passive
smoke evacuation system capitalizes on
Y2E2’s natural ventilation design.
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F O S T E R I N G C O L L A B O R AT I O N

north- and east-facing offices with
adequate façade opening and solar
protection to maintain comfortable
conditions with no mechanical cooling or forced ventilation.
Multitasking Fume Hoods
Instead of double-ventilating
spaces, the design economizes by
using multitasking fume hoods.
Active Chilled Beam (ACB)
Y2E2 is the first installation of its
kind in California and among the
largest buildings in the country to
install ACB.
Heat Pipes in Lab Airstream By
using a physically separated passive
solution that does not depend on
moving parts, cross-contamination is
avoided and maintenance is reduced.
Natural Smoke Ventilation System
California fire-safety codes require
smoke control in atria interconnecting three or more stories. Instead
of providing the usual mechanical
exhaust systems at great expense to
the owner, the fire engineers chose
to capitalize on Y2E2’s natural ven-
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High color rendering linear fluorescent lighting illuminates the basement labs. During
its first year of operation, Y2E2 consumed
50% less energy than similar campus laboratory buildings.

tilation design and deliver a passive
smoke evacuation system (Figure 5).

Cost
During design and construction, the
team closely tracked and discussed
the sustainability cost premium.
Individual design elements were
broken out from the cost estimate
and summed. Its progression started
from an early estimate of +9.8% to
a final estimate of +0.9% to +4.6%.
The ambiguity in the final range
reflected the integrated design of
components that could not be disassociated from the whole (e.g., atria).
Y2E2 will recover the marginal costs
of its energy design measures in only
four years, which is well under the
university’s 10-year benchmark, yielding a 20%+ return on investment.

Environment
Energy used in buildings generates an estimated 98% of Stanford’s
carbon emission on campus; the
remaining 2% is from vehicles.
Annual consumption data for the

See No Mold.
Fiber-Free SOLCOUSTIC® Duct Liner is Antimicrobial.
SOLCOUSTIC® coated polyimide foam duct liner is the wise choice for environments that demand clean
air quality and superior acoustics. Fiber-free SOLCOUSTIC is bacteria and mold resistant, low VOC, and
has excellent acoustic performance to reduce noise from air handling systems. Choose GREENGUARD®
approved SOLCOUSTIC duct liner in your high performance building designs..
For additional information, call: 1-972-516-0702
www.evonikfoams.com | moreinfo@solcoustic.com
SOLCOUSTIC is a registered trademark of Evonik Foams.
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The clean, quiet insulation.
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Above Meeting rooms are strategically
located between the façade and atria to
reduce the use of electric lighting during the day. White walls help reflect light,
enhancing daylighting.
Right Chilled beams heat and cool common spaces and other non-lab areas of the
building. This system, which uses pumps
and pipes, conditions the building more
efficiently than an air-distribution system
using fans and ductwork.

first year verifies that Y2E2 consumes 50% less energy than similar
laboratory buildings in Stanford and
thus sets an improved benchmark
for future campus buildings.
Y2E2’s energy savings equate to
an annual CO2 emissions reduction of 223 metric tons (at 0.524 lb

CO2 per kWh based on Pacific Gas
& Electric data). Y2E2’s source of
power is the campus cogeneration
facility that is running 100% on
natural gas (at 53.06 kg of CO2 per
MBtu of natural gas).
Annual heating savings (8,761
MBtu) and chilled water savings
(2,986 MBtu) result in a reduction
of an additional 618 metric tons
of emissions. This brings the total
emissions reduction to about 841
metric tons.

LESSONS LEARNED
Significant lessons were learned from
the post one-year occupant and facilities survey and re-calibration of energy
model. Subsequent buildings at Stanford,
including the Huang Engineering Center
(130,000 gross square feet), Nanocenter
(105,000 gross square feet), and LEED
Platinum seeking Knight Graduate School
of Business (600,000 gross square feet)
learned from Y2E2 and have incorporated
many of the lessons here.
Mixed Mode Feedback to Occupants
BMS feedback systems that informed building occupants via a read-only dedicated
BMS web page had mixed success. The
building accommodates four atria and each
atrium is connected to naturally ventilated
rooms. A message such as “Atria A & B:
Occupants should close windows” would
flash on the BMS web page to inform the
occupants in that zone. It was easy for the
occupants to ignore these messages or not
access the web page regularly.
Subsequent design solutions at the
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Stanford Huang Engineering Center and
Knight Graduate School of Business incorporated window contact strips to better
manage mixed mode operation. In these
buildings, contact strips at each operable
window are connected to the zone HVAC
system (chilled beam, VAV terminal). The
zone level system will shut off when the
occupant opens the window.

ACB Variable Air Volume Operation The
VAV operation of the active chilled beams
was identified as an additional energy-saving measure. The building design did not
incorporate VAV for several reasons. The air
volume needed to condition the space is
reduced with the use of chilled beams even
in a constant volume system. VAV operation
optimizes performance beyond that.

Calibrated Energy Modeling A calibrated
energy model was needed to effectively
incorporate measurement and verification
activities into the post-occupancy performance vetting. Without it, the building
appeared to be significantly less efficient
simply because it was being used more
(and longer) than originally modeled.
Server Room Economizer Air: Fan coil
units (FCU) serving the IT/electrical rooms
were found to maintain a base load of 30
tons through the year. This load could be
lowered significantly by introducing outdoor
air (OA) economizers to these units.

Improvement in Submetering Accuracy
Submeter monitoring of end uses such as
lighting, HVAC components, plug loads, etc.,
should be calibrated and, where necessary,
replaced (under warranty). Such detailed
information was critical to understanding
performance and allowed for targeted investment of operational time and resources.
While submetered data for Y2E2 is not
publicly displayed either via light boards or
intranet, subsequent buildings have incorporated these systems, generating awareness and allowing building users to take
part in the optimization process.
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Cole Roberts, P.E., LEED AP, Associate
Member ASHRAE, is an associate principal at Arup.
Amit Khanna, Associate Member
ASHRAE, is a senior consultant at Arup.

Actual metered data has shown savings to be even greater as the building
use has increased (Figure 6). The
resulting emissions reduction is estimated to be nearly 1,200 metric tons
in the first year of operation.

In response to financial success
and positive feedback from users,
Stanford has since mandated that a
heightened level of performance be
pursued on all subsequent buildings in the 2.4 million square feet

capital expansion plan. The directive from the board of trustees is
that all buildings target a minimum
of 30% energy and 25% water
reduction. The design team has
continued its relationship with the
building users and Stanford Energy
& Sustainability staff through
detailed performance discussions
and guest lecturing, underscoring the strong relationships that
formed over the course of design
and construction. •

Actual vs. theoretical data:

which would you rather have?
Knowing the actual
thermal performance of the
building envelope assures
compliance to energy
codes. Your Butler Builder ®
can assist you in providing
extremely accurate
estimates of thermal
performance for Butler
building systems.

1"

Actual 8' x 10' roof and wall
assemblies are tested in the Butler ®
Guarded Hot Box1.375"
to provide accurate
insulating information, rather than
theoretical data provided by most
building product manufacturers.
That means Butler ® building
systems deliver the energy
efficiency they promise.
For more information about the
advantages of Guarded Hot Box
testing, visit butlermfg.com/GHB.

A state-of-the-art computerized data acquisition system collects information from
up to 300 sensors used to measure the temperatures, humidity, airflow, and the
total energy consumed during the 3-day test period. The results are expressed as
the actual U-factor performance of the assembly.
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